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Education 

• Master’s Degree: Business Administration from FGV

• Bachelor’s Degree: Business Administration from FGV

Professional Background
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How can we keep 

growing profitably in 

a more competitive 

market?

The challenge
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Consistent growth in the next 2 years 

supported by economy recovery
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Electronic payment still have space to grow when compared 

with mature and digital economies

CAGR

after Pandemic2

Addressable market continues to expand…
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1. Source: Brazilian Cards Association (ABECS). Data considers Brazilian Government Financial Aid, usually knowm as “Coronavoucher”;

2. Source: Brazilian Cards Association (ABECS) estimates for 2022 and 2023 and internal estimates;

3. Source: World Bank and BIS | 2016 to 2019, Brazilian Cards Association (ABECS) and IBGE 2020 and 2021.

Acquiring TPV1

20% p.y.

CAGR

before Pandemic

14% p.y.

Acquiring TPV / PCE3 Expected PCE for Brazil 
2021-2023



DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS PAYMENT METHODS AND SOLUTIONS

VALUE ADDED SERVICES COMPLETE ECOSYSTEM

Unmatched virtual

and physical reach

Cash In Cash Out
Diverse Revenue 

Sources
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…and we have the right strengths to win the best share of it
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The best channels to target with efficiency the most profitable 

segments in the payments space from our core longtail…

High traffic, simple, self-service and efficient digital channel

• >20 million visits in our online store (boosted from UOL traffic)

• 7.7 million active merchants

• +80% M0 activation due to fast delivery

• >70% of new merchants never accepted cards before

• Combo package distribution: PagSeguro POS Device + PagBank Cash Card

YTD SET-21 HIGHLIGHTS
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• +300 Hubs strategic placed across the country

• Highly-skilled and motivated salesforce

• Sales with instant delivery and activation of POS device

• Intelligent/automated sales routes through app on PagPhone
(Business phone, receive payments from POS sales, automated routes app)

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
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…with strong execution also focused on SMBs segment…

Wide, vibrating, intelligent and efficient sales Hubs force

Indexed to 100
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…and expert sales/integration teams to address enterprise 

business and tech integrated partners

Specialized sales force developing new business models

• 118% Acquiring TPV growth (9M21 vs 9M20)

• +200 tech partners apps integrated through our smart devices and APIs

• Payments + ERPs + Loyalty: Joint offer of combined solutions

• Different business models to support aggregators and tech partners

• Complete set of value-added services to support Omnichannel

payment solutions for larger and sophisticated merchants

TECH PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
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Complete set of solutions and payments methods

Largest product portfolio with 4 POS device suppliers

PagSeguro TEF

PagPhone

Minizinha NFC



Online Merchants’ Solutions

QR Code

PagSeguro

Boleto Digital

In App

Yamí

Online Split 

Payments

Link of 

Payments

Non card present 

transaction

Envio Fácil

Logistics

Check Out

Fast and Safe

Transactions

Cross Border

Payments

Pede Fácil

Food Delivery

Online Acquiring

and E-Wallet
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Digital payments developments focused on extracting value 

from payments chain by enabling any merchant to sell online

• 83% y/y growth in Online TPV

• Average online ticket is 35% higher than offline

• Average TPV of On+ Offline merchants

is 2.5x higher than TPV for Offline merchants1

• 85% y/y growth in Cross-border TPV

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

1. Considering Longtail + SMB merchants.



• +1M merchants using Pagvendas to manage their businesses

• ClubePag: Fully integrated Loyalty Program

• Discounts, Cash Back, Push notification

• +200 Tech partners apps integrated in our smart devices

• In-app reconciliation

• Dashboards

• Business Insights 

• ~20% TPV using our reconciliation solutions
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Beyond payments, helping businesses growth through               

value-added services



Merchants without PagBank Merchants with PagBank

ARPU¹ 100 475

CHURN 100 78

NPS 100 136
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PagBank enrich our ecosystem, offering financial services to 

increase revenues and merchants’ loyalty

1. Date: Sep-21. Considering longtail customers only.

>75% of Longtail merchants use PagBank 



This presentation includes certain non-GAAP measures. We present non-GAAP measures when we believe that the additional information is useful and meaningful to

investors. These non-GAAP measures are provided to enhance investors' overall understanding of our current financial performance and its prospects for the future.

Specifically, we believe the non-GAAP measures provide useful information to both management and investors by excluding certain expenses, gains and losses, as the

case may be, that may not be indicative of our core operating results and business outlook. These measures may be different from non-GAAP financial measures used by

other companies. The presentation of this non-GAAP financial information, which is not prepared under any comprehensive set of accounting rules or principles, is not

intended to be considered separately from, or as a substitute for, our financial information prepared and presented in accordance with IFRS as issued by the IASB. Non-

GAAP measures have limitations in that they do not reflect all the amounts associated with our results of operations as determined in accordance with IFRS. These

measures should only be used to evaluate our results of operations in conjunction with the corresponding GAAP measures. You can find the reconciliation of these non-

GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures for historical periods in our earnings release of November 11, 2021 available on our website:

https://investors.pagseguro.com.

This presentation also includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities laws. Statements contained herein that are not clearly

historical in nature are forward-looking, and the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “continues,” “expect,” “estimate,” “intend,” “project” and similar expressions and future or

conditional verbs such as “will,” “would,” “should,” “could,” “might,” “can,” “may,” or similar expressions are generally intended to identify forward-looking statements.

Forward-looking statements may include, but are not limited to, statements regarding our projected financial and operational results, medium-term outlook and future growth

of our business, the impact and timing of products launches and acquisitions, and capital allocation. Our actual results could differ materially from those predicted or implied

by forward-looking statements. We cannot guarantee that such statements will prove correct. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof and are

based on our current plans, estimates of future events, expectations and trends (including trends related to the global and Brazilian economies and capital markets, as well

as the continuing economic, financial, political and public health effects of the coronavirus, or the COVID-19, pandemic) that affect or may affect our business, financial

condition, results of operations, cash flow, liquidity, prospects and the trading price of our Class A common shares, and are subject to several known and unknown

uncertainties and risks, many of which are beyond our control. As consequence, current plans, anticipated actions and future financial position and results of operations

may differ significantly from those expressed in any forward-looking statements in this presentation. You are cautioned not to unduly rely on such forward-looking

statements when evaluating the information presented. In light of the risks and uncertainties described above, the future events and circumstances discussed in this

presentation might not occur and are not guarantees of future performance. Because of these uncertainties, you should not make any investment decision based upon

these estimates and forward-looking statements. We assume no obligation to update such forward-looking statements. To obtain further information on factors that may

lead to results different from those forecast by us, please consult the reports we file with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and in particular the factors

discussed under “Forward-Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors” in our annual report on Form 20-F.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures; 

Forward-Looking Statements
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https://investors.pagseguro.com/

